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10 Sgbed erld aw oddtow odinndanedhThe Regiment goes to Niagara-on-the-Lake for the annual camp training from

June 29 to July 6. This is one of the important and most enjoyable events of the
whole year's training. Living in tents and outdoor training every day make a
most healthful break. eThe days pass far too quickly filled with worthwhile
activity. All phases of training are given. The sports day, competing with the
three other regiments which will be there at the same time, is an exciting
climax. The 48th needs everybody's support and the skills of her best athletes to
hold the top place which has been won in years past.aneio

The week at camp is something to which everybody looks forward. It's a
week

of healthy living, valuable training and lots of fun. Don't miss it!o
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edd to qideIOW aidd to nwOr

da The great çeremony will be presented in honour of Her Hajesty The Queen who
also is Colonel-in-Chief of The Regiment before The Exhibition Grandstand on
Saturday, June 1. e intapos of bengtesb
One of the most colourful of historical military ceremonies will be staged in

Toronto, June 1, when the 48th Highlanders of Canada combine forces with the St.
Andrew's College cadet battalion for a Trooping the Colour in honour of the Queen's
birthday.
The Highlanders will be in full dress for the occasion, complete with scarlets

for the second time since they paraded in the Chicago World Fair in 1934.
The June ceremony will bring to a close the first annual Reserve Forces

Week

eight days set aside by the city to show the taxpayer his citizen-soldiers. The

trooping is expected to be the highlight of the week.
The origin of the Trooping the Colour ceremony is obscure, but one of the

earliest examples of the consecration of colours is that of the Pope consecrating
the standard of William the Conqueror at the Battle of Hastings.
Trooping the Colour has, too, been a guard mounting ceremony in the British

Army for the past century, and it is known to have been in existence in some form

inthe early 18th century.As the name implies, the ceremony centres around the Colours of a regiment --
the Queen's Colour, a symbol of the Crown to which a soldier's loyalty is due, an

dthe regimental colour, representing the spirit and traditions of the regiment on
which esprit de corps is based.

The Queen's Colour is trooped only in the case of a guard mounted for the Queen
members of the Royal Family, Her Majesty's chief representative in British posses-
sions or mandat

ed territories, in the case of a ceremonial parade héld in honour
of the Queen's birthday, or on the occasion of the presentation of Colours.

botlqAlthough the 48th Highlanders are Trooping the Colour in honour of the Queen's

birthday, it is not planned on parading the Queen's Colour and only the Regimental
Colour will be trooped. Taking the salute in a march-past in both slow and quick
time will be Governor-General Massey who will arrive at the CNE grandstand escorted
by a mounted troop of the Governor-General's Horse Guards.
Regimental Colours are a development of the banners of medieval nobility which,

inturn, trace their origin back through the ensigns and standards of the Romans,
Creeks, Egyptians and Children of Israel.
Their invention was due to two practical requirements: The need of some mark

of distinction between families, tribes and races, and the necessity of a conspicu-ous rallying point in battle.
At the dawn of history every man was very much like his neighbour in appearanceand his scanty clothing was not sufficient to achieve that rapid identification so

necessary in battle. To overcome this, primitive man painted his body with the
image of some animal or bird with which he was familiar and whose qualities he

considered he possessed or wished to acquire.
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When a tribe went to war the badge of the tribal chief was hoisted upon a pole

sothat it could be seen at a distance. In these badges, used for war purposes,

is found the origin of Regimental Colours.It is not difficult to appreciate that the
badge or totem of a. persistently

successful family or tribe would acquire an atmosphere of veneration and give
rise to a superstitious belief in its power to lead to victory.Such

was the at-
titude of the Roman soldier toward his eagle ensigns.
Another example of such symbolism is the special checkering that compose the

tartan of the Highland clansmen--in the case of the 48th Highlanders, the Davidson

tartan,

.
National flags are another outgrowth and each appeals with irresistible force

to the patriotism of those born beneath its folds. In the days of yesterday and,

to a lesser degree today, they speak to their followers of the glories and great-
ness of the historic past, the duties of the present and the hopes of the future.
Trooping the Colour was the natural out growth of this worship of the flag or

family emblem.
know what it looked like so he could recognize it in times of stress.From the simple ceremony originally designed to acquaint the soldier with his
Colour has grown the colourful and intricate pageant of today. eom

gove doh

If a soldier was to fight for and rally on his flag, he must first
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Avery prosperous looking gentleman boarded the late train for Montreal one
evening at Union Station. He searched for a porter whom he very emphatically
told to call him at 3.40 a.m. when the train pulled into Kingston. "It's very
important that I get off there, in fact it means thousands of dollars to

me

inmy business," he said. "I am going to bed now, but you be sure and wake me

when we reach Kingston !"

When the traveller awoke he was.very alarmed to discover it was daylight and
that the train was pulling into Windsor Station, Montreal. He roared through the

car screaming for the porter in a rage, "I'll have your job for this, you incompe-
tent oaf, you, I told you I was to definitely get off at Kingston and here we are

inMontreal. I'll have your job, you wait
and see," he mumbled as he left the

train.
A fellow porter who had overheard the blasting that the first porter received

said to him, "That man is mad, he is real mad.""He certainly is," said the poor soul who received the calling down.

"Idon't think I've ever
seen a man that mad before."

"Oh, I have,
" replied the porter.

"Yo, has?" said the other porter, "when was that?"
"The fellow Iput off

the train in Kingston, he was madder than that," he replied.
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"I
spanked Junior," said the woman indignantly, "because he was very rude.

He

called me a big fat pig."
"Well, spanking won't do any good," replied her husband. "What you should do

isgo on a diet." dsub10
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baGrim Alternatives

"The way I'm playing golf," muttered the man one Sunday morning, "I'd be better
off in church."
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THE GREAT HIGHLAND BAGPIPE
by A. R. P. Wrathall

TodeAs Johann Sebastian stands in relation to the Bach family, so is the Scot-
tish bagpipe mightiest of the clan. Other pipes are tame domestic instruments,
capable at worst of inducing indifference in unsympathetic ears. The Highland pipe
however, is positive and strong--an instrument of love and hate, a source of rapture
or horror to the listener. At the risk of raising the hackles of those who hail
from Ireland, from Northumbria, or from any number of European and Asian communities
who boast bagpipe traditions of their own,' let it be said immediately that allfurther references shall signify the Great Highland Bagpipe.

There is a tale of a wounded Jock, lying in a hospital, who was suddenly restored
to health by the sound of the pipes, while all the other patients died. These un-
fortunates doubtless regarded the music as fit "to tear a cat in; to make all split."
If any of that humor have read thus far, they will probably approach the following
technical description of the bagpipe in the spirit of morbid curiosity with whichwe view medieval instruments of torture.

The sheepskin bag is a reservoir for air and is held between the left upper
arm and ribs. (The Scots word "oxter," meaning armpit, is occasionally used in this
context.) Through a valve-controlled mouthpiece the player fills and refills the
bag so that, when pressure is apolied by the elbow, air is forced through the cane
reeds, both in the chanter on which the melody is fingered, and in each of threeblackwood drones which lie on the left shoulder and contribute a harmonic bass.
The key of the bagpipe is approximately that of A major, with the C and the F only a
few vibrations sharp, and a natural G. Its compass is one octave plus one note and
extends from G on the treble stave to A above it. Moreover, these notes cannot vary

inpitch, as the pressure of air through the reed is constant. The tenor drones
are tuned to A and the bass drone to D. On the chanter the holes are uncovered and
the fingers of the piper must stop all the notes above the one he wants to sound, as
opposed to the technique for orchestral wood wind where the notes are mechanically
sealed.ldo

Alterations to the instrument are from time to time attempted, usually by the
English, and at present a London firm is manufacturing a chromatic bagpipe capable
of rendering the British National Anthem. This is a pointless development, however,
for a piper has little desire to play English tunes, being, as he is, heir to awealth of Scottish music to which only the bagpipe can do justice.

This may be broken down into three sections--Little Music comprising marches,
strathspeys, and reels; Middle Husic being laments and slow marches; and finally the
Great Music, known as Piobaireachd--a term Anglicized by Sir Walter Scott into
pibroch.

This last is the classical music of the pipes, although it exxpresses the
whole predicament of the Highlands. The Macrimmons, most famous of all pipingfamilies, who for seven generations (1500-1795) held the hereditary office of piper
to the Macleod of Macleod, were primerily responsible for developing pipe music to
the symphonic level of the pibroch. The burden of this Great Music is usually one
of sorrow, personal or national. For example, Macrimmon's Farewell celebrates the
departure from Skye of the Macleod and his men on a dangerous expedition. Hacrimmon
had a premonition of hiS own death in battle; and the melancholy thoughts which liebehind his magnificent pibroch are suggested, however inadequately, in the followinglines of Scott: "Farewell lonely Skye to lake, mountain and river; / Macleod may
return but Macrimmon shall never."

'I
had

a Kiss of the King's Hand' meanwhile expresses the joy of a piper upon
meeting King James (II of England, VII of Scotland), and 'Too Long In ThisCondition'relates the agony of a Highlander separated from his own clan. Then again, 'The
Lament for the Duke of Hamilton' was written by Patrick Hor Hacrimmon in memory ofthe Duke, killed duelling in far-off Hyde Park in 1712.
self-explanatory and it isnot difficult to guess at the circumstances which prompted
melodies like.'The Blind Piper's Obstinacy', 'Scarce of Fishing', or 'The Lament

The titles are usually
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for the Old Sword'. Composition of pibrochs still flourishes,
and only last summer

there was a spare of them in honour of Queen Elizabeth, when she visited the Western

Isles.
While the emotional content is subjective the pibroch is nevertheless strict

inform, which amounts to variations of increasing grandeur and technical complexity

on an original theme, (Urlar). Most pibrochs have seven or eight variations, but
there are some which run to twelve, Pipe music of all kinds relies entirely on o

graoe notes for the embellishment of the tune. This is necessary because the scale

isonly nine notes
and the harmony of the drones invariable. Graces are adroitly

interpolated between notes of a tune, and in theory they have no time value so that
the rhythm isnot disturbed. In the final variation of

the pibroch, known as

"Crunluath', no fewer than seven graces commonly appear betwem one whole note
and

the next. Until the last century, when staff notation first was used for pipe music,
tunes were passed on verbally through the 'Canntaireachd' method. This substitutes
spoken or sung syllables for groups of particular notes

and the intervening graces.
Thus 'War or Peace' starts "Hodroho, Hodroho, Haninin, Hiechen," and progresses
accordingly to the well-nigh unspeakable "Hiundratatateriri" of the closing section.
"Canntaireachd' is now obsolete, but the fact that it existed not only ensured theoo
survival of the pibroch during the period after the 'rt when Highlanders were forbid-
den sword and bagpipe, but also makes it safe to assume that we hear the older pibrochs---and some date back to about 1500---very much as they were originally played. The

eighteenth-century habit among singers and instrumentalists of adding their own

fioriture to the music they performed did not, it appears, extend to the Highlands,
though no doubt it was known in Edinburgh.The Middle Music of the pipes is a difficult category to determine. It mightbe defined as abridged pibroch, denoting music of similar serious character but
without its length or form.

Among laments, those usually heard at civil and military
ceremonies of burial or commemoration are "Lochaber

No More" and "The Flowers of Theo

Forest". The former dates from the days when Jacobites found themselves obliged to
take exile knowing that they would not again see Lochaber, the area about Fort
William and Glenfinnan. In the Seaforth Collection' the tune is described as a

funeral salute and the volleys of the firing party are indicated in conjunction with
it. Finally, the Little Music. Strathspeys and Reels are the basis of Scottish
national dances, and the traditional intricate steps have their equivalent in the
gay, nimble music to which they are danced. In city and hamlet, wherever there are
Scotsmen, dancing takes place. One finds the same care in the execution of the
prescribed steps at a ball where the men wear formal Highland dress, complete with
lace jabot and buckled shoes, and the ladies sashes of clan tartan across their
gowns; and in the village hall where Big Tam sports shirsleeves with his kilt andWee Jean a jumper and tartan skirt. Your foreigner, meanwhile, is conspicuous inLoafed

The accompanying music,needs to be correctly accented and, for this reason,
fiddle and accordion bands, with a rhythm section to emphasize the beat, are

.commonly

found instead of a solo piper, whose tapping foot is a metronome for himself and notfor the dancers. Jimmy Shand of Dundee and Tim kiright of Edinburgh are two who

have achieved well-merited fame with their Scottish country dance bands. But let
Captain Topham, an English visitor to Scotland in the early eighteenth century, have

hen the company tired of conversation they began to dance reels.
They will sit totally unmoved at the most sprightly airs of an English country dance

but the moment one of these tunes is played, which is liquid laudanum to my spirits,

tails or gray flannels.

the last word:

up they start--and you would imagine they had been bit by a tarantula".
And the March--ever since kilted wariors strode in broken file across the

hills to settle, with broadsword and shield, a difference with another clan, the bag-
pipe has been the surest means of lightening exhausted limbs for extra, impossible

On themiles and for summoning the final reserves of strength and courage inwar.
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battlefield itachieves mystical stature. No bugle can urge men to deeds of valor
as the pipes do. In the blood and spirit of a man they sing the proud song of in-dependence and fortitude.Perhaps the most effective of all fighting tunes is "The
Black Bear", which has in it pauses: to be filled with shouts.Nor is the effect of the pipes limited to terra firma. In 1795, when H. M.

S.Colossus, vith a Highland regiment aboard, was in action with a French ship, a
piper played for three hours, precariously perched in the rigging.

Napoleon, that archperpetrator of military maxims, remarked that in war morale
was to manpower as. three is to one. Many a Scot has felt the same way. For example
there was Fhairshon who •

Swore a feud

sd Jod
ogs1o
wid

Against the clan M'Tavish,
Harched into their land

bTomurder and to ravish;For he did resolve!ale end da
To extirpate the vipers
With four and twenty men
And five and thirty pipers.

The poem, byW. E. Aytoun, iscalled "The Massacre of the Hacpherson", who
was quietly done in after his men had deserted to round up the local livestock; one
supposes that M'Tavish had right on his side, or more pipers. Nevertheless, Hac-

pherson's signal failure must be regarded as a phenomenon, for the value of the

sto

-pipes in sustaining fighting men is widely recognized.
This accounts for the special position held in Scottish (including Lowland)

regiments by the Pipes and Drums. They are in a sense guardians of the regimental
tradition, since their music, recalling incidents in peace as well as war, is a more
tangible, personal link with the past than the battle honors on the colors. In
fact, it harks back further to the clan system on which the original formation of
Highland regiments was based.

To belong to the Band is a jealously guarded privilege, and no day passes in
a Highland unit without the sound of the pipes.Even if there is no parade they can
be heard interpreting for Scotsmen the standard camp-duty calls which punctuate the
day, from reveille to lights-out. Then bring all the pipes together and give themdrummers t0o,and the most routine parade becomes a stirring event, even in days ofpeace when the emotions are less vulnerable. On the order to march, the drums beat
up for eight paces while the pipers blow the bag full. As the elbow applies pressure,there is a brief wail up to the correct pitch, and suddenly the tune is launched.

It is an illustration of the temperamental nature of the instrument that sometimesinwinter, when the drums have started, not a sound emerges from the pipes--the
reeds have frozen in the interval between tuning up in the band room and gettingon parade.

One formal evenings in the Officers' Hess, musicbelongs as much to the occasionas the loyal toast. During dinner, three or four pipers play marches, shuffling round
the table with their characteristic loping gait.
spey and reel to their selection. From each set of pipes hangs a banner bearing the
arms of the senior regimental officers present. Later the Pipe Major returns alone
to give his pibroch in the silence always accorded to the Great Music. His perform-
ance ends abruptly; it is invariably so for the elbow comes sharply away from thebag at the end of any tune. The ritual is completed only when the Mess Presidenthas offered a quaich of whisky to the Pipe Hajor who drinks, salutes, and departs
to take up again the military responsibilites of hisrank.

They halt to introduce a strath-

One of these isthe training of young pipers. Unfortunately the Pipe Majordoes not have the opportunity to keep his pupils under tuition for seven years' asthe Nacrimmons did at their "college of pipers" in Skye. His preoccupation is oftento push the learners as quickly as possible, to fit them in the Band, and to qualifythem for sharing in the daily piping duties in a unit. But it is he who instillsin the young players the principles of breathing, of fingering, of tuning the drones,and of caring for the bag.
are not regularly played, the bag must be treated with diluted treacle or sweet

The last may seem relatively unimportant but if the pipes
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thick tea to prevent the sheepskin from splitting through dryness. The Pipe Hajor

isoften found surrounded by learners,
each at a different point in his training.

One will be picking out on the chanter his first tune, probably
"The Nut Brown

Maiden" or the most celebrated of Jacobite tunes, "The Skye Boat Song".

thiselementary stage the teacher insists on the correct grace notes and allows
none of the substitutes or omissions which

make for tinkie piping. Another will be
playing the goose---a bag and chanter without drones, on which the control of air
pressure is first practiced. At the same time the more advanced pupil will be red

in the face from his first encounter with the complete instrument.

Even ats

Besides those with service connections there are hundreds of civilian bands.
The post-1918 generations have been encouraged to play by fathers who in the war
discovered for themselves the power and attendant symbolism of pipe music. Conse-

quently it has spread throughout Scotland. It is paradoxical that
the band which

today wins more prizes in competition than any other, the Glasgow Police Pipe Band,
comes from a city which is actually in the Lowlands. By now, of course, the whole

world knows the pipes, and no doubt they frequently enliven the campus at the State

University of Iowa, whose Scottish daughters
made a great hit over here not long ago.

At this point one should mention the Dagenham Girls; unusual in being the

first girls' pipe band, in being professional,
and in drawing its

members from an

English towm. It is both a band and an entertainment troupe. Immediately after
they had given a first-class demonstration of concerted playing during a village
fete in Hampshire, with others from the crowd

I
joined them in dancing Latin-American-

ized reels to some highly unorthodox piping. One one of their trips across the
Atlantic, the Hashington Post made headline reference to "the Mad Band". Maybe

"adaptable" is a more accurate description.
Following the improvement in communications over the last fifty years, there

has been a marked trend towards collective playing in bands. Some anxiety is felt
in case this should lower the level of individual accomplishment,

and great pains
are taken to keep alive solo piping competitions. Unlike the band contests, these

are often part of the games which abound in August and September--Braemar is the best
known.

tossing, and wrestling, as well as ordinary track events, and are nowadays primarily
a spectacle for the entertainment of natives and visitors alike.
vibrant with movement and sound, yet the crowning glory is not the parade of massed
pipes and drums which the world applauds, but the much more significant solo piping,
taking place half-noticed.

Various categories exist in individual competition---march alone; march,
strathspey, and reel; and, of course, pibroch. Competitors submit a list of tunes tand are called upon to play one of them. This year at the Skye Games, pipers in
the pibroch class had to offer any four Hacrimmon compositions, a choice as

appropriate to the setting as the decision to do without massed bands. Instead,
at the end, the competing pipers marched around the gathering ground together.
Perhaps. their music carried across the island to the western shore where a simple
stone. cairn commemorates the Macrimmons and, in their name, the bagpipe.

The games include other traditional Highland pastimes such as dancing, caber-

The scene is

Local Option
The sprightly young lady was drawing on her gloves as they started down the

street on their first date. Her companion, a young Bostonian, watched her with
"here I come from," he remarked rather stiffly, "peoplewould as soon see a woman putting on her stockings in public, as her gloves."

The young lady beamed on her companion. "Where I come from," she retorted,

ed
frigid disapproval.

happily, "they'd rather !" ---

Lesser Evils
Traffic cop: "Hey, mister, your wife fell out of the back seat three blocks back".

Driver:
end

For a minute, I thought I had gone stone deaf".
hol yiso

"Thank heavens.
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ABOUT THE CLAN DAVIDSON the tartan of which The Regiment wears because it was or-ganized by Lt. Col. John Davidson
DAVIDSON

Clansmen's Crest: A stag's head, erased, proper.
Hotto: Sapienter si sincere (Wisely if sincerely).GAELIC NAME: MacDhaibhidh

When the power of the Comyns began to wane in Badenoch, Donald Dubh of Inverm-
ahaven, Chief of the Davidsons, having married the daughter of Angus, 6th of
MacKintosh, sought the protection ofVilliam, 7th of hacKintosh, before 1350, and
became associated with the Clan Chattan confederation.

The clan became known as the Clan Dhai from David Dubh of Invernahaven their
first chief. Their entry into the Clan Chattan led to a dispute apparently regard-
ing precedence. Aportion of MacKintosh's estate lying in Lochaber was let to theCamerons and MacKintosh had difficulty in obtaining rent for it. About 1370 theCamerons decided to attack MacKintosh, who prepared to meet them at the head of
several branches of the Clan Chattan. When the forces came in sight of each other,
the Macphersons, owing to their dispute with the Davidsons, withdrew from the
conflict, and Clan Chattan were defeated. During the night, MacKintosh sent his bard
as coming from the Camerons to the camp of the Macphersons and accused them of cowar-
dice. Thus enraged, the Macphersons attacked the Camerons during the night and
completely defeated them.

The enmity between the two branches continued, and by some historians the
Davidsons are identified with the Clan Dhai, who fought with the Macphersons in thefamous Clan Battle on the North Inch of Perth, in 1396, before King Robert I, whenonly one man of the Clan Dhai survived, and eleven of their opponents remained alive
at the termination of the combat.

Inthe 18th century we find important families like the Davidsons of Cantrayand the Davidsons of Tulloch. The latter family came into possession of the landsand castle of Tulloch, near Dingwall,in 1762.

SOMETHIN
G

WORT
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THINKING ABOU
T

(reprinted from the February issue of Notes, Quotesand Anecdotes).
MISUSED WORD

SIsit reasonable that we should submit while English words are given a newand ugly interpretation? This has happened to the word "colonialism," but we atleast should know better, This country lived under colonial status for many long
years. It suffered no degradation or hardship but rather grew in power and purposeand dignity. When the time cam

e that Canada felt herself ready to walk alone, shemade the change, without difficulty, without opposition and without bitterness,We who know colonialism should be slow to let those who know it by hearsay give theword an ugly connotation.
Yet this version of a word has been used. to justify actions that have no just-ification in fact and has led to the assumption that the aspiration to achieve

national sovereignty must indicate that sharp injustices and infringements of free-dom occasioned the demand. The truth is that colonialism, so-called, has been the
first step in the education for self-government.. That Egypt was not yet ready forcomplete independence her recent actions have shown, and the judgment that whathappened resulted from a selfish and predatory colonialism is completely disproved.There was no national spirit in modern Egypt prior to Britain's protectoratethere. Egypt was a disunited, poverty-stricken stretch of sand more fought over bynomadic tribes than its value warranted. It was given a measure of hope when theFrenchman Ferdinand De Lesseps dreamed his great dream of a canal through the waste.

If he had not dreamed, and if France had not led in underwriting the project whotoday would be caring what President Nasser said or thought?

tiod
toniol nd

Coblona ed of
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-If
Britain had not bought from the Khedive $20 million of Egypt's canal secur-

ities; if she hadn't sent Lord Cromer as a colonial governor of sorts, and Egypt's
good genius for a quarter century, where would Egypt be today?

Even the most jealous of Britain's enemies would not deny the miracle Lord
Cromer accomplished. He lifted Egypt from the brink of bankruptcy.

He established

justice there, remodelled police and prison systems, campaigned for public health
and education. He organized vast irrigation schemes that made agriculture possible.

Lord Cromer found a country desperate, in ruin and utter misery and without

hope, and left it hopeful and modern, reasonably contented. Yet, now we are told
that a posturing demagogue, using colonialism's benefits as arostrum, should be

permitted to appear as a champion of freedom and right against a predator.
How bemused can people become? How ready to assume that it is possible to

compensate for inadequate preparation by the urgency of demands? The lesson is
still clear. Everything

must be earned--even the right to assume responsibility.

No Stopover
Asuburban newspaper received a telephone call from a subscriber reporting the

death of her husband.
For purposes of the obituary, the woman bent the poor reporter's ear on her

husband's many charities, his long dedicated service to the community, his love
and devotion to family, his allegiance to church, etc.

As the exhausted reporter handed the notice in, the editor asked,
"What

mortuary?"

"Idon't
kmow," was the answer.

"He probably went direct." Inp

Commendable
The bar was crowded with drinkers. After quite a few rounds, one of the cus-

tomers suddenly staggered, turned and fell flat on the foor.
A companio
n

observing the scene commented gravely: "That's what I like aboutHe always kmows when he has had enough."Joe.

THE RIFIE ASSOCIATION

The Winter Series D.C.R.A. .22 Rifle Matches nowcompleted drew an entry list
ofalmost two hundred teams from Active and Reserve Units of Army, Navy, Air Force,
R.C.M.P., Hilitary Schools and H.C. detachments, well distributed across Canada from

Whitehorse Y.T. to St. Johns, Nfld.
While our two teams were not mentioned in the prize lists during Jan. or Feb.

we did succeed in March. Our First Div. Team placed eleventh, averaging 98.8 per
man and won $10.00. The Second Div. Team while not in the money placed fortieth
averaging 94.4 lowest in prize money averaged 94.8.

In the individual competitions C.H. Thite placed third with an average of 98.8

for six targets, also in the prize list were F. H. Vallace, W. V.
Thompson and

Gilmour Boa.
Considering this, our first attempt in recent years, if we organize early in

the Fall we should be serious contenders for 1958 competitions.

Point of View
A woman social worker called on a poverty-stricken housewife with a brood of

dirty, hungry children. Awoman-to-woman talk ensued, during which the poor mother
unfolded her story--hunger and privation, two boys headed for reform school, and a

drunken husband who loafed and stole the rent money. ot
The social worker had helped along by confiding a few minor details of her own

life, concluding with the fact that
she was a spinster.

This announcement was almost too much for the housewife. She forgot her own

problems in her pity for the social worker.
"How dreadful, deary," she commiserated. "Ain't it hell to be an old maid."
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SERGEANTS MESS

The backbone of the Regiment, the Sergeants Mess of course, has been further
This is the first op-

Sgt. John Andrews, no stranger to
strengthened recently by the addition of four new members.

portunity we have had to welcome them publicly.
the Regiment, served with the overseas battalion in Italy. He was wounded in both
legs, Sept. 17, 1944, and carried to safety by RSi Montgomery, at that time a ser-
geant in "A" Coy. It was in this action that RSM Montgomery won his Hilitary Medal.
Sgt. Andrews joined the Reserve Bn. in 1953 and has served continuously with "Baker".
The most recent arrival in the Andrews family, Stuart James, was christened by Padre
East on April 28 at Islington United Church, with RSM and Frs. Montgomery as God-

parents. An ardent golfer, Sgt. Andrews is attempting to organize a tournament to
be held at Summer Camp.

Sgt. D. M. Sinclair Jr., whose father served overseas with the 48th as a
sergeant, joined the Regiment in 1952 and served with "B" Coy until his recent prom-
otion, at which time he was posted to "A" Coy. Sgt. Sinclair has always been inter-
ested in sports, his track and field efforts at the Summer Camp meets have been

outstanding.
at Malton.

He and his wife Maxine have just recently moved into their new home

Coming to the 48th in February 1954, Sgt. James McLeary saw former service
Serving with "A" Coy,with the Royal Nav, and Royal Marines from 1943 to 1950.

he earned top marks in the Senior NCO class and was posted to "C" Coy on promotion.
Sgt. McLeary is a strong supporter of the Old Comrades Association.

Answering to a fine old highland name, L/Sgt. W. J. Kelly served overseas
during World War II with the R,C.E.M.E., 3rd Division. Sgt. Kelly was with the 48th
from 1948 to 1950, he went to Korea in 1951 with the 2nd R.C.R. and on his return
rejoined the Battalion in the Fall of 1952, with Support Coy.Our congratulations to CSM H. T. Wignall on his recent promotion. CSM Wignall,
whose father is RQMS. H. J. Wignali, served 10 years with "A" Coy. Following this,
he was posted to "B" Coy with whom he earned his promotion to Warrant Officer.

After successfully competing with our own Officers and the Sergeants Hess,
Queen's Own Rifles, we fell victims to the marksmanship of CSH Gordon Keeler's,marksmen from the club. Inannual competition for the Lt. Col. H. K. Mlacintosh
trophy, we were also defeated in the dart competition. Our only bright spot of the
day was the successful showing of Sgt. Bill Mulholand's cribbage team. The trophy
will be presented at the regular meeting of the club on May 9th.

HEADQUARTER
S

COMPAN
Y

The return of W.0. 2 M. Parmiter to
aRifle Company has meant a promotion forCQAS J. L. Scott, who now assumes the appointment of RQMS. Congratulations and ourbest wishes for success to both.

We are temporarily without the services of the most important man in the
Battalion. The retirement of Capt.. Donald McClennan has left us without a Paymaster.

TORONTO GARRISON SERGEANTS' CRIBBAGE LEAGUE

The 48th Highlanders Sergeants' Mess Cribbage Team has just completed another
successful season in league competition, having won the Dominion Trophy awarded forthe league championship for the third successive year.The team members have reason to be proud, since this is the first time thatsuch a feat has been accomplished in the history of the trophy.The team high man was Bob Smith with 51 games won out of a possible 72. Itisalso likely that he will win the league high man trophy with this splendid score.The league trophies are presented at the Annual Dance, to be held at Fort
York Armouries on Saturday night, May 11th.
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NOTES FRO

M
THE MILITARY BAND

Well its a couple of years now since the Falcon has been graced with an article
from the Military Band, but we shall make up for this in the future.

At thisThe Band has been progressing steadily in both quality and quantity.
writing we are at a strength of

39 or 40 men and at the G.0.C.'s inspection we were
36 on parade, out of a possible 37. We hope, and are endeavouring to get the

strength of the band to such an extent that the Pipes and Drums will be hidden from
view by "THE BAND" ! Seriously though we want to get the band up to a strength of
60 men and Capt. Keeling will take care of the quality.

One of our many problems in the Military Band is the difficulty of getting the

numbers on parade on Friday nights. This difficulty is largely
due to the number

of professional and semi-professional musicians that are working on Friday nights
which is a busy night for musicians but we are able to muster

23 to 28 men on a parade

night.
Notable engagements this Spring have been The Easter Parade which we shered

with the Pipes and Drums, and the Progressive Conservative Rally at Massey Hall.
The dance orchestra under the able leadership of Sgt. Bill Thompson, besides playing
inthe men's mess at the pay night parades has played at the St. Patrick's

Day dance

at the Croatian Hall for Mr. Arthur Maloney Q.c., P.C.
nominee in Parkdale riding

The orchestraand the 48th Highlanders Association general meeting at the club.

isengaged for another
dance at Masaryk Hall on the 15th May for the same Mr. Haloney.

The representation by the 48th Highlanders Military Band and Pipes and Drums

at Mr. Walter lurdoch's testimonial dinner was
by far the largest single group in

attendance and the only group in fill dress.
Which Mr. lurdoch commented on.

Pipe Major Archie Dewar piped in the head table guests and also piped in the gift from
presented to him. Some of us had to leave to play at the club for the above mentioned

association meeting but it
was an excellent dinner at which Sgt. Fred Fisher and Ishared 8 or 10 glasses of the "bubbly".

There have been a number of promotions in the band some going to the older
These are as follows:members and some to newer men.

Pte. Jacobs to Cpl.Sgt. Breach to Sgt. Major
Cpl. Peake

Pte. Whiteside to Cpl.
Pte. Laydon
Pte. Cole

"Sgt. Pte. Virag
Pte. Littlejohn
Pte. NicGee

Pte. Berwich

Pte.Nesbitt
Pte. Morris

Pte. Thompson
Pte. Machie
Pte. Davies

The Regiment and of course the Band particularly was shocked and sorry to hear
We are hoping forof the sudden illness of Nrs. Keeling who has done so much for us.

her speedy recovery and that we may see her at the "Ball".
That is about the newsfrom the lilitary Band for now. I

must get a way and

see to my horse and saddle in case any special duties ??? should arise at Camp. Ha !

"A" COY NEHS

We
are glad to welcome our new Jr. Officer also cur new Sgt. Major, may they

enjoy their stay with A Coy.
The Coy. would also like to thank Sgt. Sinclair, for the grand job he has done.
Keep up the good work boys, of building up the Coy. We have had a fine lot

of new recruits, and can do with more--so bring out your friends. Oh and just a
reminder--be sure to keep May 12 open for our first big scheme with Don and Charlie
Coys and make

it a super duper success.
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"C" COY NEWS eda Jad

The Company will join "A" and "D" Coys on the 12th of May for a scheme. The

first this year, and very eagerly awaited. Unfortunately it falls on the same datebeyo
that the candidates for the Jr. N.C.O. course take their test somany of our trainedmen will not be with us, but I can assure them that when they go to camp they willhave all the schemes they need. Speaking of the course we wish the best of luck toL/Cpl. Tonks, L/Cpl. Bowman and Pte. Dunne who passed the Regiment test and are
now going through the CADRE Test.

The big race is on now for recruits and Charlie Coy is up there. We have 5

recruits in one week. le welcome Ptes B. Kennedy, F. Kennedy, W. Hill.We hopeyou stick around for a while and bring your friends. You wont be sorry! By the way
Mjr. Heighington the Company Commander has promised a tankard to the man who brings
in the most recruits, that's worth going for boys.

Congratulations to 0/C Stark on his recent marriage, we wish both all thehappiness in the world.

Itwon't
be long now before the Garrison Church Parade and the Troop, so

start getting your full dress in shape and make sure you have it all. I
advise

you to look it over now for those who haven't worn full dress before, see yourPlatoon N.C.O.s.
We have a date in the Fall for all men under the Rank of Sgt. it's againstthe Old Comrades in a competition in darts, cribbage and shooting.

fee but you must be a member of the club. If you wish to join and get your namedown see Sgt. J. McLeary. This is open to all companies.
There is no

All those wishing to go to camp should put their applications in to the
company as soon as possible if you need a letter to your employer get it now.You'll have the best weeks holiday you'll ever spend.....get your friends to joinand bring them too.

NEWS FROM BHO

The Army is full of changes at all times and we sure have had a share of themsince last issue of the "Falcon".
A most important post in any unit has been vacated and re-filled. Capt. J.Mackenzie Venters has taken up position of Acting 2/ic of "C" Coy and whom we wishthe best of luck and thank you for your services as "sorta boss man".
At the same time we wish to welcome Capt. Peter Cameron to our happy group,and in the position of Adjutant.
Our happy group now number four by the way, namely Florence Brady, ElizabethMcColvin, Charles Taylor and myself, Pauline Thompson.

iss Gladys Hamilton who was. part of our staff a short time back, had to re-turn to England because of family illness. We do hope things are alright with hernow.
We're looking forward to the most important occasion of the year for thisRegiment "Trooping the Colour". And then, in almost the same breath, "Camp".Battalion Headquarters will be "staffed" this year by two working clerks(myself as a 'civii' and Pte. Taylor). And we must not forget our new Adjutant,Capt. Cameron. Should be a most exciting summer ! And, we hope, without the sur-prising but interesting elements caused by the "sudden storm of Niagara" of last year.Well, this completes the donation of news from the Battalion Orderly Room

for this time.
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OLD COMRATES ASSOCIATION

They tell me that the fastest thing on water these days is a Jew in a

canoe crossing the Suez. Gad---news from this turbulent world is shocking but
leave us not lose the old sense of humour. AsI

relay a little smatter of chatter
from your Club, we(the executive and

members) do hope that you and yours have enjoyed

the joyous Easter festivities. We also hope that when you have attended our monthly

meetings so far this year, you have enjoyed your stay with us. The hard-working
committees revel in going all out to satisfy the members and believe me, it is very
rewarding to them to see the boys appreciate the time and effort they put into arrang-
ing these "do's" sokeep up the good work. The meetings so far have been well
attended - however, we'd like to see some new faces, Come September, why not see to

it that you bring
down a member or two. You'llbe helping yourself, the Club and the

new member. The next General Heeting will be at the Club on September 13th.
On Sunday, June 23, we are having our Annual Kiddies Picnic at Sun Valley

If
you are driving, take Highway #2 East to Valley

Farm Road
- turn North here

and you can't miss it (as they say over 'ome).
Buses

will be leaving the Club and you will receive definite time schedules in the
June

your work is

Park, Pickering, Ontario.

Bulletin. Remember
- this is a day for the kiddies - sofather

cut out for you on this day. Its Sunday, June 23.

On Thursday, April 11, the Association held its Annual Meeting.
136 members

attended and about the same number of proxy votes were received. The president,
Lt. -Col. H. K.Hacintosh, presented his report and the business session of the
meeting was over in a very short space of time. The Board of Directors is composed

of the following members:-

0.C.A. -Gord Keeler, Bill Ross, Jim Brannan and Frank Jamieson

Ladies

alot Auxiliary Mrs. Willcocks and Mrs. Hobson.

I.0.D.E.
Chapter Hrs. Gillies and Hrs. M. E. George.

The Regiment- Lt.-col. H. K. Hacintosh and Major K. C. Corbett

Ex-Officers
Association - Lt.-Col. J.R.O. Counsell and Capt. R. W. Johnston.

Whilst on the business of Board of Directors, I must extend the appreciationofthe members of the Club to this Board for the time and effort they contribute
toward it's operation. This Board meets once a month (ten months of the year) and
its function is a very important one in conjunction with running the affairs of the
Club.

And that just about wraps it up for now boys. We hope you all enjoy a happysummer vacation. Remember--be careful 'cause we'd like to see you 'round September.

If you're driving, dinna drink and remember too, that children are not careless
they're just carefree. So long for now and enjoy yourselves.

"LEST W
E

FORGET"

Following are the names of the 48th Veterans who died during the year from
April 5 -

1956 to April 11-1957, with the dates of their passing from this life.

江
tomLawrence, James

Barnes, George J.
Dalgliesh, W.

Turner, Horace, W.
Barkey, Clifton, E.
Vass, John A.
Cain, William

April 17, 1956 - 48th
15th
15th

-48th
48th

-48th
-92nd

21
22

May

11
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Gordon,

illiamBrunt, John
Scott, F.
Freeman, William
More, Robert
Littlejohn, Thomas

Brooke, Capt. Harold
Auld, Neil
Souray, W. R.
Gray, James C.
Stedman, J. L.
Robinson, Leonard
Lore, Angus
Livingston, John

Turner, H.A. (Al)c.s.H.
Aiken, Jack Britton
Faloon, Lloyd
Moffat, George
MacKie, C. D.
Dermody, Robert
Burt, Leonard
Eversfield, Percy
Cooper, A. H.
Scallen, F.
McDowell, George E.
Finlayson, William
Hare, Charles H.

Evans, William H.

Dale, Frank
Welsh, John D.
Cameron, Charles, B.
Page, Henry
Robertson, Edmund
Snow, Villiam
McLaren, Lt.Col. George
Graham, H.

Burgess, George
Kipping, Arthur
Hynes, William
Cunningham, Robert
Walters, Clare
Nash, Jack
Brown, Ralph
English, C.

Felton, Charles
NacDougal, Richard
Tibb, John
Good, Arthur
Singer, Andrew
Parker, Sidney
McMeechan, John

Cockburn, R.0.
Grisdale, Charles
Bugg, J. Beaty
Montgomery, Kenneth

May 28, 1956
June 2,

-92nd
-134th
48th

taufol legha da be

12
pee (a) 16 15th

15th
48th

18
July 6

15
24

dorde uo o 15th
-G.H.
48th

-134th

-15th
-15th
48th
15th

-48th
-92nd
-48th
-92nd
-15th48th
48th
48th

-48th
-92nd"134th- 15th-134th
-134th

-48th
-92nd-134th
92nd
48th
48th
48th
15th
48th

"134th- 15th92nd- 15th

-48th-G.H.
-134th

-48th
-92nd-48th-134th

-48th
-48th
-48th
-48th
-92nd
-15th

92nd Draf.
-15th
-134th

-48th

oraeto Aug. 1
4
7
15
28

ledt Juods basd Sept. 2

4
6.

14
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Oct. 1
28

28
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Nov.
7
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18.

Dec. 1
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April 2Sam Leake, the diligent sick committee visitor, is grateful to those whonotify him of a death of a 48th veteran, but he would like to have those dates earlysothat they can be put in the monthly bulletin.
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